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The paper by Emily Andrews and Olivia the employees salary to the plan On the other

Mitchell attempts to test for economies of hand tn large plan where plan administration

scale in large and mediumsize pension plans consists of one or uore fulltime managers the

Since the methodology used in the paper is employer is much more likely to expense the

familiar and basically sound my discussion will managers salary This is consistent with the

focus primarily on the chortcomings of the papers finding of higher R2 for the multi

data used in the analysis as well as the impli employer equation

cations of these empirical results
This paper could be greatly enhanced by

The analysis relies on data file created estimating the equations with the separate corn

from the 5500 forms which were filed with the ponentS of the total expense number salaries

Department of Labor pursuant to the reporting commissions etc. Since most of the imder

requirements of the Employee Retirement Income expensing relates to salaries the R2 should be

Stcurit Act ERISA of 1974 The forms con substantially higher when the equations are

tamed detailed information abet nplyee bene estimated using nonsalary expenses

fit plans including number of participants

assets current liabilities and expenses Un Despite these drawbacks the rnlts

fortunately there are some serious flaws with presented in the paper are most interesting

these data which at the very least merit It would be mistake however to exaggerate

some discussion within the paper
their public policy implications The papers
findings of significant economies of scale in

The first problem with the data relates to pension plan administration are not surprising

the reporting of assets on consolidated trust but it would be mistake to assume that snail

basis Plans which invest their assets plans should therefore consolidate While

conjunction with other plans in consolidated consolidation may provide benefits for some

trust often report the assets of the entire plans It may also prove costly and unfeasible

trust on the ERISA reporting forms rather than for others

breaking out the assets of the individual plan
This paper is particularly useful in pointing

In an effort to solve this problem an
out the problems inherent in the currently avail

attempt was made to identify these consolidated
able pension plan data The results also pro

trusts by flaging all plans with large amount
vide some excellent food for thought for pension

of assets per participant on the file While plan managers and participants alike

this technique was effective for identifying

trusts which were made up of multiple large
Sylvester Schiebers paper provides an alter

plans it failed to pick up trusts which were
native perspective on the move towards national

composed of large and small plans when only the retirement income policy In particular the

large plan was in the sample This is because paper takes issue with the finding of the

the addition of the small plans assets may not
Presidents Commission on Pension Policy PCPP

be substantial enough to cause the larger plan
that growth in private pension coverage has

to hit the assets per participant screen stagnated

Just as these consolidated trusts make the In essence the paper simply presents an

reporting of assets dubious they also raise alternative macroeconomic forecast without the

questions about plan administrative expense arbitrary constraints imposed by the PCPP in

numbers Since plans within consolidated thefr estimates In reality both forecasts

trust are jointly managed expenses must be seem to be fundamentally flawed In both cases

divided among them Hence trust managers
the models seek to forecast future private

allocate expenses based on their own percep pension coverage gains based on past growth

tions of the economies of scale experience Given that the greatest potential

for coverage growth is in the small service

This poses severe problem for the Andrews Industry sector this macro approach does not

and Mitchell analysis For consolidated trusts seem to be theoretically justifiable Small

the model is measuring the perceptions of plan service firms represent special case and it

administrators about the economies of scale would be grave mistake to attempt to forecast

rather than the actual economies of scale their likely coverage experience from the past

experience of the aggregate economy

This highlights third problem with plan

financial data Very little is known about There are many reasons why the small service

the expensing process There is great reason sector represents special case First the

to believe that expensing for small plans is normal incentive for employers adoption of

very different than that for larger plans For pension plans the desire to discourage

example in small plan where plan administra turnover is often lacking in service estab

tion consists of single employee working lishinents who rely on turnover to keep wages

parttime the employer often will not expense low Second this sector is primarily composed
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of younger workers who arent particularly inter are currently not covered represent peculiar

ested in accumulating retirement wealth set of circumstances which are very different

from the covered sectors of the economy
The picture is further clouded by the creation

of new defined contribution vehicles which make One must also wonder about the implications

smaller pension plans much more viable This of the Schieber alternative forecast Since

new uncertainty makes any such macro forecasts it differs from the PCPP forecast by less than

very questionable Clearly what is warranted six percent it really does not dispute the PCPP

here is an analysis which is microeconomic claim that vast numbers of the labor force will

oriented one which recognizes that those who remain uncovered
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